“Cold” ion spectroscopy in the gas phase is a powerful method to reveal conformational landscapes of complicated systems such as biological species [1]. Electronic transition energy is quite sensitive to the conformation, which can be separately observed for different conformers thanks to the cooling of ions by using a cold, 22-pole ion trap. Resolved electronic transitions enable us to measure infrared spectra by infrared-ultraviolet double-resonance and to determine the structure and the number of the conformers. In 2010, we started our first collaboration project between the EPFL (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) and Hiroshima University. Since then, we have applied this method to host-guest systems containing benzo-crown ethers and metal ions [2–6]. In this talk, we will present the results of the benzo-crown ether-metal ion complexes, and discuss the relation between the ion selectivity of the crown ethers and their conformation under bare and micro-solvated conditions.
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